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SAVINGS

Small households are not considered in calculations of mortgage spending

Or, as he puts it, "the threshold of

The Scything Handbook

LORCAN ON THE HOME FRONT

Lochan, a retired stonemason, has a delightful guide to mowing

A Botanist’s Vocabulary

From useful practical guides to sumptuous studies of plant life, there’s a book for every gardener to put their feet up with this Christmas.

S

路虎’s 2012 Olympic projects

The same publisher has gone to the trouble of including a helpful guide to using the botanical art from ancient to present to ensure there was no overlap in the use of them. The Alphabetical Dictionary, for example, has a genealogical chart of botanical terms and definitions, as well as a useful list of all the illustrators, alphabetically ordered. Scythin, he explains, isn’t just for the environ-

ment; it benefits the mind and body.

Grow for It

Pink Lady’s; the plants are illustrated
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Stay at Lords Hall Last Night

For single people and couples, as well as

JANE POWERS: GARDENS
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